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1.A customer is concerned that radar is impacting the access point that service the wireless network in an
office located near an airport. On which type of channel should you conduct spectrum analysis to identify
if radar is impacting the wireless network?
A. UNII-3 channels
B. UNII-1 channels
C. 802.11b channels
D. 2.4 GHz channels
E. UMII-2 channels
F. Channels 1, 5, 9, 13
Answer: E
2.A customer is concerned about DOS attacks from a neighboring facility. Which feature can be enabled
to help alleviate these concerns and mitigate DOS attacks on a WLAN?
A. PMF
B. peer-to-peer blocking
C. Cisco Centralized Key Management
D. split tunnel
Answer: A
3.A network engineer is implementing a wireless network and is considering deploying a single SSID for
device onboarding. Winch option is a benefit of using dual SSIDs with a captive portal on the onboard
SSID compared to a single SSID solution?
A. limit of a single device per user
B. restrict allowed devices types
C. allow multiple devices per user
D. minimize client configuration errors
Answer: B
4.Which mobility mode must a Cisco 5508 wireless Controller be in to use the MA functionality on a cisco
catalyst 3850 series switch with a cisco 550 Wireless Controller as an MC?
A. classic mobility
B. new mobility
C. converged access mobility
D. auto-anchor mobility
Answer: C
5.MFP is enabled globally on a WLAN with default settings on single controller wireless network. Older
client devices are disconnected from the network during a deauthentication attack. What is the cause of
this issue?
A. The client devices do not support WPA.
B. The client devices do not support CCXv5.
C. The MFP on the WLAN is set to optional
D. The NTP server is not configured on the controller.
Answer: C
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